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We present an existence and a stability proof for solutions to the BGK model of 
Boltzmann Equation 
a,f+ 0 .V.xf+f= MUI, 120, XEW, VEW 
M[f] = (p/(21rT)~‘~) exp( - Iu - w12/2T), 
(p,pu,plul*+pT)(f,~)=I~~(l,u, Iul’)f(l,x,u)du. 
(1) 
It relies on the strong compactness of p, u, T and on a new estimate on the third 
moment off: j jul3 fdv. We also prove the entropy relation for (1). 0 1989 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
Nom presentons une preuve de l’existence t la stabilite des solutions du modele 
de BGK pour I’Equation de Boltzmann: 
&f+v%f+f=M[fi, t>O, XEIP, lJERN 
M[f] = (p/(2n?JN”) exp( - Iv--u12/2T), 
(P, PU, plu12+pT)(t, x,=~~N (1, v, Iul’)f(t, x, v)du. 
(1) 
Cette preuve se dtduit de la compacitt forte de p, u, T et d’une nouvelle estimation 
sur le troisitme moment de f: 5 lu13fdu. Nous montrons egalement la relation 
d’Entropie pour (1). 6 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The BGK model of the Boltzmann equation is a relaxation model 
describing the evolution of a gas through a kinetic theory; this means that 
the state of the gas is represented by the density f(t, x, V) of particles which 
at time t 2 0, at position x E R”’ move with the velocity u E RN. In this 
0 
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model, f is governed by the non-linear hyperbolic equation of Boltzmann 
type 
i 
d,f+ uV,f+f= Nfl, t>o, XEP, UEW 
m x, u) =f&, VI, (1) 
where the non-linear term M[f], called a local Maxwellian distribution, is 
implicitly defined through the moments off 
by the formula 
P(G x) ~Cfl(~~ x9 4 = t2nT(t, xIIN,2 exp ( 
_ lo--(& 41’ 
2T(t, X) > ’ 
(3) 
(M[f] = 0 if p(t, x) = 0). 
Although this model does not contain all the physically relevant features 
of the classical Boltzmann equation with binary collisions (see Gercignani 
[4], Truesdell and Muncaster [ 13]), it has raised the interest of physicists 
(see Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook [l], Welander [14], Philippi and Brun 
[ 121) because despite its simplicity, it contains most of the basic properties 
of hydrodynamics: conservation of mass, momentum, energy; entropy 
property; and a proper fluid limit ((p, U, T)(r, y) satisfies formally the com- 
pressible Euler equations as 1 tends to + cc with t = It, y = 1x). We are 
also interested in this model because it allows us, with small modifications, 
to recover representation formulae for entropies of euler equations (see 
Perthame [ 111) and to build numerical schemes for Euler equations which 
preserve the entropy property (see Perthame [lo]). We refer the reader to 
[4] for further comments and results on the BGK model. 
From a mathematical point of view, the difficulty of this model comes 
from the non-linear term M[f]. Since it does not depend smoothly on f, 
it cannot be handled by classical perturbation theory and therefore requires 
a non-linear treatment. Nevertheless, it is very simple compared to the 
Boltzmann equation with binary collisions, and thus we do not need to use 
the ideas of renormalization introduced for kinetic equations by Di Perna 
and Lions [S, 61 and necessary to prove the existence of solutions of the 
Boltzmann equation (and some cases of the Vlasov-Maxwell Equations). 
Here we will use a compactness argument; we are going to prove that 
M[f] is strongly compact in L’. This is a consequence of the general com- 
pactness lemmas initiated in Golse, Perthame, and Sentis [S] and 
improved in Golse et al. [9], already used to prove the existence results 
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and asymptotic properties for non-linear transport equations by Bardos, et 
al. [3], and by [S, 63. 
However, this compactness argument alone is not enough here. In order 
to prove the compactness of Tin (2) we introduce here a new estimate, for 
large u, on the third moment fjj IuI 3 f du dx dt, based on the dispersion 
effect in transport equations as in Bardos and Degond [2]. 
We now state our main result and prove our lemma on the third 
moment. In Section II, we prove the existence theorem and, in Section III, 
we build an approximate solution necessary in Section II. 
I. MAIN RESULT AND BOUND ON THE THIRD MOMENT 
In this Section, we state our main result: the existence of a solution to 
(l)-(3). We also prove a crucial Lemma on the boundedness of the third 
moment. 
THEOREM. Let fO(x, II) 2 0 be given with 
s (1 + Ix)*+ lu12+ ILogf,l)f, dxdu=M,< +co. (4) R2N 
Then, there exists a solution f( t, x, u) to the BGK modeI (1) (2), (3) such 
that f 2 0, 
s IW2N (l+Ixl*+1~1~+ILogfl)fdxdu=M(t,)<+co, Vt<t,, (5) 
and f E C(R+; L1(R2N)). Moreover, the total mass, momentum and energy 
are conserved, i.e., 
dldt !‘,,, f (t, x, u) dx du = 0 (6) 
and the following entropy equalities hold in the distribution sense 
at(f Logf)+u.V,(f Logf)+(f--MCfl)(l+Logf)=O, (7) 
a, lRN f Log f du + div lRN uf Log f dv 
=- J iWy(f-MCfl)(L~gf-L~gMCfl)~L’(CO,~,lx~~), (8) 
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and 
for any t, c + co and K, bounded. 
Remark. In fact, the proof establishes also a stability result that we do 
not state here. 
As usual in Boltzmann theory, we work in the class of functions, such 
that 
Vt<t,, f(t,x,V)aoO, s (1+Ix12+lu12+ILogfl)fdxdu<C(t,) FP 
which is natural from the invariants of (l), (2), (3). Indeed, (5) is an easy 
consequence of 
The boundedness of J lxj2 f is deduced from 
Finally, the boundedness of j 1Log f 1 f is a consequence of (7) and of the 
boundedness of the second moments (see Section II). 
The compactness argument of [9] requires the averaging over u to be 
performed on bounded sets (in u). The above estimates are therefore suf- 
ficient to prove the compactness of p or pu. But to prove the compactness 
of T, we need some estimates for large velocities on the quantity lol’f: This 
estimate is given through our main new estimate. 
LEMMA 2. Let fe L’([w+ x [W2N) solve 
a,f+U.v,f=g, f(0, x, v)=O, 





R2N b12g(t,x, u)dxdudG 
Then, for any bounded subset K of RN, we have 
joTdtj~Nlu13dvj~dxf(t,x, v)<C,diam(K). 
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Proof of Lemma 2. The solution f is given by 
f(t,x,u)= lg(t-S,X-us,u)ds. I 0 
For a fixed u = IuI e,, we may decompose 
x=x’+Ae,, 1 E R, x’ . e, = 0, 
and we get, setting u = - ~1~1, r = r-s, 
< s dl j dz j du j dx’ g(t, x’ + ue, + le,, u) 111 < diam K 7s co. 7-I lul c TId {x.e,=O} 
6 diam(K) [ dz j 4 g(z, Y, u) 
TE co, Tl .vcE@ 
because, for a fixed A, 
dx’ @ du = dy, y = Ae, + x’ + ue,. 
Multiplying by (~1’ and integrating in u, we obtain Lemma 2. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Here, we assume to know an approximated solutionf, to (l)-(3) and we 
prove that we may pass to the limit. We set 
i 
M,Lfl = WW)““) exp - (Iv - 4 2/W 
(P,P~,P~~~~+P~)=~~N(~,u, b12)f4 4 = SUP(E, T) (10) 
and 
a,f, + u xf, +f, = wcf,i 
c ,(O, x9 u) =fo(x, u), (11) 
where f. satisfies (4) and we assume that f, satisfies the estimate (5) for 
some constant M(t,) independent of E (see Section III below for a proof of 
these assertions). 
505!82/1-13 
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First step: Weak convergence off,, pE, u,, T,. The first step of the proof 
consists in noting that the estimate (5) provides some weak L’ compact- 
ness on f,, pE, a,, T, (u,, T, are only defined if p,( t, x) # 0) where 
(12) 
Indeed, from (5) we deduce that f, and ufe are equi-integrable and by the 
Dunford-Pettis theorem [7], there exists f such that, extracting a sub- 
sequence still denoted f,, we get 
f, -1 f weakly in L’( [O, to] x RZN) 
vf, - vf weakly in L’( [0, to] x R2N) 
(where 0 < to < + 00 is fixed). Therefore 
PE -P= I RNf(t, x, u) dv in L’( [0, to] x W”) 
9E = PEUE - q = pu = lRN of (t, x, v) dv in L’( [0, to] x RN). 
The same result for the second moment is not only a consequence of 
(5). Here we need the Lemma 2. Indeed, this lemma shows that for any 
compact set K of RN, we have 
as soon as 
s s 
” dt Id* ~,CLl dx dv G Mto) 
0 w 
(for some M(t,) independent of E) and this is true thanks to (5) for f,. 
Thus, the family (142f,)o~Edl is also equi-integrable and for any compact 
set K 
luj* f,- [vi* f weakly 
in L’( [0, to] x lF8: x K) 
E,=p,(l~,l*+T,)-E=p(lU12+T)=~/v12f(t,x,v)dv 
in L’( [0, to] x llX: x K). 
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Second step: Strong convergence of p,;, u,, T,. We now prove some 
strong compactness on the averaged quantities pE, u,, T,. We need a 
preliminary lemma. 








Remark. We use always the convention 0 Log 0 = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Setting 
(p, PU, plu12 +pT)(x) = jRN (1, 0, b12) 41, x, 0) 4 
4 = SUP(E, 0, 
we have 
j~,,(1+I~12+ID2)~,Chl= j~~Cp(1+Jx12)+plu12+p/ldx 
<Co+& I p dx<2C0. UP 
Furthermore, for a - e - x 
p Log p - p Log(2Zd)N’2 -p/2= jRN~,CWogM,lW~ 
< p Log p - p Log(2rrT)N’2 -p/2 
= 
s 
M[h] Log M[h] du 
RN 
Q j h Log h dv, RN (13) 
this last inequality means that Maxwellian repartitions are minimizing the 
entropy (see [ll] for numerical applications). To prove it, we use the 
convexity of H(f) := f Logf, 
H(h) 2 H(M[hl) + H’(M[hl )(h - MChl ). 
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Since 
we have 
H’(Wh 1) = 1 + Log p/(27cT)“” - 10 - 24)2/2T, 
jRN H(h) dv 2 jRN ffWCh1) dv. 
This proves ( 13). Then we write 
s RlN M,Chl ILog MeChll dx do 
= I F@N M,[h] Log M,[h] dx dv 
-2s M,[h] Log M,[h] dx dv (McChl c 1) 
< hLoghdxdv 
s 
[h] < .-(lLl~+l~l~vz} M,[h] Log M,[h] dx dv E . 
<C,+ s IW2N (lx12+ lv12) MeLhI 
<3c,+c s 
e - (1~12+ 1#)/4 dx dv, 
lW2N 
and Lemma 3 is proved. 
Using this lemma, we obtain that the family M,[f,] is weakly compact 
in L’( [0, t,] x RZN). Then, from the compactness lemma on averages 
proved in [9], we have for any R (extracting again subsequences) 
s (1, u, l~l’Md~,so” s (Lo, Ivl”)f& IulbR 101 =Z R 
strongly in L’( [0, to] x CR,“), 
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from the uniform estimates on JIWZN (tj2 f, dx do and on JIWN, K (u13 f do dx 
(by Lemma 2), we deduce that 
1 
PEE’OI p in L’( [0, to] x RN) strong 
9E = PEUE ’Or==u in L’([O, to] x UP) strong 
Ee=PM2+PJEyyj+ E=plu12+pT in L’( [0, t,] x K) strong 
(14) 
for any bounded set K. 
Third step: Passing to the limit. We may now easily pass to the limit in 
the non-linear term of (1). By the equi-integrability of M,[f,] proved in 
Lemma 3, we have 
~D-J E’O Q weakly in L’( [0, to] x RZN) 
and on the set E= {x; p(x)#O) 
ue E--rOl 4 
do T, E_tOr Tj 
a.e. on E 
a.e. on E 
and 
T(t, x)=lRN Jo--uJ2f(t, x, u)dv>O, a.e. on E. 
Therefore 
~LfEl + w.#-I, a.e. on Ex RN, 
and since 
(15) 
jR MLfel do = P,(t, x) + IN Q(t, x, u) du = p(t, x), 
we obtain also 
~u&l + 0 a.e. on ‘E x RN. (16) 
This proves that M,[f,] converges pointwise to M[f] = Q and this con- 
cludes the existence part of Theorem 1. The estimate (5) is clear from this 
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proof. (6) holds since the equation holds in L’ (since the right member is 
in L’) with ju13 f in L’. In particular, in the distribution sense, we have 
(6) follows clearly. 
Fourth step: Entropy relation. To prove the entropy equalities, let us 
define H, by 
HA01 = 0, &(t) = sup( - R, Inf(R, 1 + Log f)), 
so that 
Hdf) 3 t LoI3 t uniformly on compact subsets of Iw +, 
We have 
s KP CH,U)(t) - HAfo)l dx du 
+ j-i izN (f - Wfl NfMf) - fG(Wfl)) ‘is dx do 
I 
ZZ 
IS o IW2N (f - MYI 1 fGWfCf1) ds dx du. 
Since IH,Js)l ds+slLogsl, the first member of the left hand side of the 
above equality is uniformly bounded as R + + co. Also the right hand side 
is bounded since M[f] ILog M[f]I is bounded in L’ and 
j RN .flLogMCflI du~~~~fClLogpl(2nT)““I + I~-4*/277 do 
<p + pILog p/(2.rr7y21 
<p+ s IWNM[f] lLogM[f]I duELm(lW+;L1@N). 
Therefore 
(f - Mu-1 )(ffR(s) - HXwKfl )I 
R<m (f-Mfl) mgf-Logmt-1) 
in L’([O, t,]xlWZN), Vt<t,< +co. 
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From this, one easily deduces that, for t, < + co 
a,(fLogf)+u-V,(fLogf) 
= -(f-M[f])(l+Logf)EL’([O,t,]xIWZN) 
(this is (7)). And by an easy variant of Lemma 2 that 
ufLogf~L’([O,t,]xiW~xK.~) 
for any bounded subset K, of RN. (8) follows, thus concluding the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
III. CONSTRUCTION OF AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
We now prove the existence of the approximate solution (lo)-( 11) to 
(l)-(3), which is the last step in the proof of Theorem 1. Let us define a 
BGK model for E > 0 by 
{ 
d,f+ u .Vxf+f= MUI, f(O, 4 0) =fob, u) 





This model preserves the invariant quantities of the model (lt(3) 
obtained formally setting E = 0 in (17)-( 18). However, it is simpler because 
Dirac mass in u is avoided in M,[f] since c$, z E. We have the following 
existence result: 
THEOREM 4. Let fO(x, u) 3 0 be given with 
s CP (1+~x(2+Iu12+ILog~oI)fodxdv=M,~+co, 
then, for 0 < E < 1, there exists a solution f e C(R+; L’(lQ2N)) to the model 
(17t( 18). Zt satisfies f 2 0 and, for some M= M(t,, M,) (independent of e), 
we have 
v’t < t,, s IW2N 
(1+~x12+Iu12+ILogfl)f(t,x,u)dxdu~M. (19) 
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This theorem is obtained, passing to the limit as in Section II, from the 
following simpler model. Let us only point out that the bound (19) is easily 
obtained independently of E as soon as we know that 
which is a consequence of the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 5. For E>O, O<a<l, and f-,20, f0(x,u).(1+I~12)~ 
L’(RZN), there exists a unique solution f”(t, x, u) 3 0, f” . (1 + Iv1 *) E 
C(R+, I~‘([W~~)) to the model 
i 
a,f”+u.v,f”=M”[f”], f”(O, 4 0) =fo(x, u) 
M”[f’] = p/(2~~4”)“‘~ exp( - Iv - w*l/(2@)), 
wcL = u Inf((ul, l/a)/lul; 4” = Inf(4,, l/a), 
where (p, u, 4,) are giuen by ( 18). 
(20) 
(21) 
FROP~SITION 6. With the assumptions and notations of Proposition 5, if 
s (1+Ix12+I~12+ILOgfol)fo(x,~)~~o IW2N 
then, there exists M = M(E, t,, M,) (independent of a) such that 
Vt 6 t,, J (l+~~~~+~u~*)+~Logf=~)f~(t,x,u)dxdu~M. (22) w 
We are unable to give a direct estimation on M(E, to, M,) independently 
of E on the model (20)-(21). However, M(t,) (in Theorem 4) is inde- 
pendent of E since, as usual, if f satisfies (17) and (19), then 
=- J (f - M,Cf IWois dP4W” - (Iv - u12MW,)) dx do WZN 
We skip the proof of Theorem 4 obtained by setting a to 0 as in Section II 
and we only prove Propositions 5 and 6. 
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Proof of Propositions 5. Using classical perturbation methods for 
evolution problems, it is enough to prove that (1 + 1111 2, &I”[ .] is Lipschitz 
continuous in LA. Letf,, f2 be given and let (P,, wl, 4,), (p2, w2, $J be 
defined by fi, f2 through (18), (21) and set 
WY w”> 4”) = w, 9 WIT dl) + (1 - UP29 w2942) 
M(f?)=ps/(2rc+5e)N’2exp-(u-we)2/2f$0. 
We have for some C(a, E) 
s W”Cf,l - M*Cf,ll (1 + 14’) du KS” 
Q s I l d6 0 IWN {IPI -Ppzl I~WW~PI + Iw, -WI l~ww~wl 
+ 141-421 l~WW%l> Cl+ b12) du 
d IP1 -A + CIWI - w2l IP* + PA + Cl41 - 421 IPI + P2l 
~C{l~,-~2l+l~,w,-~2w*l+I~,(~~+~1)-P2(~:+~2)l~ 
d Cll(fi -f2)(1 + 142)IlL~(r=d~) 
and thus Ma[ .] is Lipshitz continuous in L’ with the weight (1 + Iu12). 
This proves Proposition 5. 
Proof of Proposition 6. The estimates on jRZN (1 + lx]’ + ]u12) f dx du 
are readily proved using the classical invariant quantities. Let us prove the 
entropy estimate. We define 
N(u) = sup 1/(2~rrT)~‘~ exp - Iv - 4*/2T, 
lul < l/a 
E.% T< I/u 
and we have 
a,f* +u .v,f” < pN( u), 
c 
At> xl = jwf(t, x, u) du, 
v, 4 0) = fok u), 
therefore 
where g is the solution to 
a,g+u~v,g=PNu), At, x) = !RN s(t, x, u) du, 
do, & u)=fob, 0). 
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With the assumptions onfo, we have 
J‘ ALog gl dx dud CC&, E, to), vt < t, < + 00 w 
therefore 
s , (/‘> 1) f” Log fYt, x3 u) d C(& E, to), Vt < to, 
and, using the estimate 
I 1182h(l~12+l~/2+l)f*(t,~,~)d~d~~~(~o), trt < to, (23) 
we deduce as in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1 that 
f” Logs” E L”( [O, to]; L’( R2”)). 
We are going to prove a uniform bound on f” Log f’ in this space. 
From (20), we get, for t 6 to, 
d/dt iRiN f OL og f ‘( t, x, u) dx do 
= s (1+ Log M*[f”])(f” - kf”[f’]) dx du UP 
= 5 Iu - ~~“1~/(2~$“)(f* - M”[f”]) dx dv kP 
= s lWZN PWI* + WE dx 
< s R2N 14*Ma(4 x, u) dx dv Q C(E, to) 
(these calculations are justified as in the proof of Theorem 1). 
Using again the estimate (23), we obtain that 
5 f”lLogf*( (t, x, u) dx du < M(E, to), Vt < t,. CP 
This proves Proposition 6 and the existence of approximate solutions to 
the BGK Model, which is the last step to the existence proof. 
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